
PACKING LIST PNP BOOSTER v1.1
R1, R2 = 1M (brown black black yellow brown)
R5 = 51 k (green brown black red brown)
C1 = 47 nF (denoted “47n J 100”)
C2, C6 = 100 uF (cylinder shaped, denoted "100 uF")
C3 = 100 nF (denoted “.1 J 100”)
T1 = Germanium PNP TransistorT1 = Germanium PNP Transistor
Transistor socket

R3, R4 = 100 Ω (brown black black black brown)
R6 = 4k7 (yellow purple black brown brown)
C4 = 10 nF (denoted “10n J 100”)
C5 = 3,3 nF (denoted “3n3 K 100”)
D1 = 1N4001 (black with white ring)
T2 = Voltage regulator 78L33T2 = Voltage regulator 78L33
TR1 = 100 k trimmer

Metal box with drilled holes (“1590B natural”)
LED D2 with socket 
Input jack (stereo)
Output jack (mono)
Current jack with breaking contact 
Battery connector  Battery connector  
P1 = 50 k lin (Tone, denoted "B50k")
P2 = 50 k log (Volume, denoted "A50k")
P2 = 50 k rev log (Saturation, denoted "C50k")
Potentiometer knobs (“Pointer, transparent”)
Footswitch 
Universal pnp GE booster v1.1 okt 22 PCB 
Rubber feetRubber feet (7 pc)
Wires 
Solder

Modification components 
Capacitors: 2n2, 22 nF
Voltage regulator 78L05
Component sockets



Manufacturer
Moody Sounds
Gröngatan 4A
38630 Färjestaden 
Sweden

info@moodysounds.com
0485-5523030485-552303

Circuit design
Björn Juhl

Power supply
9V battery or eliminator with
Polarity: + -(o- -  
Voltage: 9VDC - 12VDC
Capacity: >2mA
Audio

Other propertiesOther properties
Current consumption: 2mA@9V
Input impedance: ~ 50kΩ
Output impedance: ~ 10kΩ
Dimensions (L x B x H):
 112 x 65 x 50 mm
Weight: 230g

Moody Sounds
Guitar effects, DIY kits
moodysounds.com
support / forum:
moodysounds.se

v1.1PNP BOOSTER
BJF



Mounting the Components on the PCB
1. Mount and solder the six Resistors R1 through R6 according to image 1. Make sure the solder covers 
the pins of the components completely. Solder must not cover two holes on separate tracks on the PCB. It 
does not matter in which direction resistors are turned!

2. 2. The Diode D1 has about the same height as the resistors and it can be mounted in this step. (A sugges-
tion is to attach components, with the same height above the PCB, in the same step. This will keep the PCB 
lying flat against the surface when you work). D1 must be turned in a certain way! A white ring is painted 
on it and this ring is shown with a line inside its symbol. Line up the white ring over the white line. 

3. The Socket for the Transistor T1 will be mounted and soldered now. Note that one of the pins is marked 
with a small tag. This tag shows which hole T1’s emitter pin shall connect to in step 8.

4. The Capacitors C1, C3, C4 and C5 will be connected now. They are unpolarized and it does not matter 
how they are turned.

5. Mount and solder the Trim Potentiometer TR1. It will need to be adjusted before the pedal sounds 
the way you want!

6. The Electrolytic capacitors C2 and C6 will be mounted and soldered now. They are polarized and 
they must be turned correctly. One of the pins of an el-lyt is longer than the other. The longest pins should 
be connected to the holes marked with plus signs on the PCB (shown with green arrows in image 1).

T1 = Germanium PNP
T2* = Voltage regulator 78L33
D1 = 1N4001 (black with white ring)
D2 = LED
TR1 = 100 k trimmer
P1 = 50 k lin (Tone, denoted “B50k”)
P2 = 50 k log P2 = 50 k log (Volume, denoted “A50k”)
P3 = 50 k rev log (Saturation, denoted “C50k”)

* You may want to socket these components to try different 
sounds. See text.

R1, R2 = 1M (brown black black yellow brown)
R3, R4 = 100 Ω (brown black black black brown)
R5 = 51 k (green brown black red brown)
R6 = 4k7 (yellow purple black brown brown)

C1 = 47 nF (denoted “47n J 100”)
C2, C6 = 100 uF (cylinder shaped, denoted "100 uF") 
C3 = 100 nF C3 = 100 nF (denoted “.1 J 100”)
C4* = 10 nF (denoted “10n J 100”)
C5* = 3,3 nF (denoted “3n3 K 100”)

Image 1. Location of the components on the PCB.

PNP BOOSTER



The pedal parts are mounted in the box
9. The Potentiometers P1, P2 and P3 have small metal tags just next to their shafts. We will not use these 
tags - break them off! They come off easily if you grab them with a flat pliers and turn sideways. 
 
10. 10. The value of a potentiometer is written next to its shaft. P1 adjusts Tone and its value is 50k. Its resistance 
curve is linear and this is denoted by “B”. Find P1 = B50k and mount it in the box, to the left, "pedal building 
view", see image 2. Next mount P2 and P3. P2 is marked “A50k” for logarithmic 50k.

11. There are seven rubber feet in the kit. Three of them are meant as distances / insulators between PCB 
and potentiometers. Put two of them on the back of the pots, one on each.

12. 12. Connect the LED and Socket. The longest LED pin should be turned to the left "pedal building view". Push 
the LED with the small, black plastic piece all the way into the socket to fix the PCB in the box.

13. Connect the Tele Jacks. The stereo jack IN to the left and the mono jack UT to the right.

14. Connect the Current Jack and the Footswitch S1. S1's pin should be in parallel with the short side of the 
box.

The Current jack has three solder 
lugs also. We assign them numbers 
1, 2 and 3, according to the image. 
The “big” pin is number 3.

A Potentiometer has three 
solder lugs: 1, 2 and 3. Its value 
is written next to its shaft. P1, 
P2 and P3 have different 
values!

The Input jack, “IN”, is stereo. It has 
three pins: "tip", "ring" and “ground". 
The image shows tip marked with a 
red dot and ring marked with a green 
dot. Do not mix them up! 

The Output Jack, “UT, ”is a 
mono jack and it has two solder 
lugs, which we call "tip" and 
"ground". Tip conducts with the 
"arm" of the jack and it is 
marked with a red dot in the 
image to the left.

The Footswitch S1 has 9 pins. We assign them numbers, 1 through 9. To get the 
switching right, mount S1 with its pins in parallel with the short sides of the 
box (see images 2 and 3). It is ok to turn it 180 degrees with respect to this
direction (but not 90 degrees).

7. You may want to use a socket for the Voltage regulator T2 to try differnet clipping levels. The 3v3
regulator gives more clipping than the 5v (see modification components). The regulator must be turned 
the right way! Place T2 so that its profile matches the profile on PCB’s screen print.
 
8. The Transistor T1 will be mounted now. It must also be turned the right way! We have previously
mentioned thatmentioned that T1's emitter should be mounted in the hole marked with a tag on the PCB and on the 
socket. If your transistor has a tag over one of its pins, it most likely marks the emitter. If your transistor has 
a red or blue dot over one of its pins, it most likely marks the collector pin. The emitter is then the other 
outer pin (not the central pin, which is the base). Fold the transistor pins so that T1 does not touch the lid 
later. T1 must be a germanium transistor of PNP type.

The PCB is finished! Before we start connecting wires, we will look at the pedal parts briefly.



Image 3. The PCB is mounted on the 
LED and wires are connected
between PCB and the pedal parts.

Image 2. The pedal parts are
mounted in the box and the first 
wires are connected.

The first wires are connected according to image 2
15. Connect a purple wire between tip on IN and pin 1 on S1 
and, before you solder pin 1, connect another purple wire 
between pin 1 and pin 9 on S1.
16. Connect a red wire between tip on UT and pin 8 on S1. 
17.17. Connect a black wire between ground on IN and pin 3 
and pin 5 on S1. Take off more cover than normal and put 
the end of the wire through both pins. Solder IN in step 25, 
fold the wire for now.
18. Blue wire between pin 2 on P2 and pin 7 on S1.
19. Brown wire between pin 2 on S2 and pin 2 on P3.

Wires are connected between pots and PCB  
Wires are preferably inserted from the PCB's solder side and Wires are preferably inserted from the PCB's solder side and 
soldered from its component side. Suggestions for colour 
selection of wires in brackets as shown below.
20. Attach approximately 4 cm long wires between
a) pin 3 P1 and the hole to the far left “t3” on the PCB (grey)  
b) pin 2 P1 and the hole “t2” (green)
c) pin 1 P1 and “t1” (yellow)
d) pin 3 P2 and “v3”d) pin 3 P2 and “v3” (red)
e) pin 1 P2 and “v1” (black)
f) pin 3 P3 and “in” (green)

The PCB is mounted on the LED in the box
21.21. The LED D1 will hold the PCB in place in the box. Turn 
D1 so that its longest pin is turned to the left, compare 
with image 2! Put D1's pin through its hole on the PCB. Press 
down the PCB so that it lies against the rubber feet. If not too 
long wires were used, step 20, they are not in the way for the 
jacks.
22. White wire between pin 4 on S1 and the hole “LED”.

The final wires and the battery connector are connectedThe final wires and the battery connector are connected
23. Orange wire between pin 2 on the current jack and the 
hole “+v”.
24. Black wire between ground on IN and the hole “gnd”.
25. Cut off the battery connector wires at appropriate length. 
Connect the black wire to pin 3 on the current jack. Before
you solder pin 3, connect a grey wire between pin 3 on the
current jack and the ring solder lug on IN.current jack and the ring solder lug on IN.
26. Connect the battery connector’s red wire to pin 1 on the 
current jack. Remove the plug from the IN jack when the 
pedal is not in use. The power is on when a plug is in-
serted to IN jack!
27. The pedal is ready! Setting of the trimmers remain. 
There is a guide in "description and working theory". Read 
"A musician's approach to biasing fuzz pedals" and listen!

Modifications
Try different response from the tone control by changing the 
caps C4 and C5. Put sockets here to be able to change
components in a simple way. Read more about the history 
behind the pedal, the thought behind component
choices and get mod suggestions onchoices and get mod suggestions on
moodysounds.com.


